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Executive Summary

With Americans living longer than ever and the average retirement age largely unchanged, many households struggle to make their assets last through retirement. Financial advice often focuses on boosting personal savings rates and maximizing return on investment during savers’ working lives, known as the accumulation phase of retirement planning. Equally important, however, is the **decumulation** phase, when households seek to generate sufficient income in retirement to meet their spending needs.

To do this, savers and retirees must treat retirement as a phase of life rather than a destination and develop a retirement income toolkit made up of multiple potential income sources and strategies that will diversify and increase retirement income. Ensuring this toolkit remains robust throughout the entire decumulation process requires active planning throughout the accumulation phase and keen attention to critical decisions, including when to retire and claim Social Security benefits.

Through a close examination of the literature and a quantitative analysis using BlackRock’s proprietary life cycle model, this paper presents the following framework to help individuals determine how they can generate adequate income from their accumulated assets:

1. **Determine retirement objectives.** Although individual objectives vary, savers and retirees must understand and articulate what financial success in retirement looks like for them, weighing such diverse factors as wealth and personal preferences, risk tolerance, and bequest motives.

2. **Consider key risk factors.** Savers face a wide variety of risk factors throughout their lives, including longevity, declining health, market volatility, behavioral biases, and disparate access to financial guidance. These risks combine and manifest differently over time, but they typically correspond to three broad phases of the retirement planning journey: early career, near retirement, and retirement.

3. **Formulate a holistic strategy.** Optimizing income in retirement requires considering career earnings as well as income from Social Security, part-time work in retirement, and other sources, while also accounting for key risk factors and their evolving significance. Three principles for decumulation can help focus this strategy: (1) maximizing spending ability, (2) maximizing spending certainty, and (3) addressing longevity risk.

Our analysis demonstrates how a holistic approach to retirement income benefits savers. We look at how a few steps—adding guaranteed income,
adjusting asset allocation over time, and delaying one’s retirement date—can potentially generate more retirement income and decrease risk. While personal circumstances dictate the exact magnitude of any spending increase and risk reduction, we demonstrate through an illustrative case study how each of these tools can improve the outcomes individuals achieve in retirement, as summarized in Table 1.

- Adding guaranteed lifetime income combined with a more aggressive asset allocation (“Strategy 1”) generates 29% more annual spending ability from one’s retirement savings (excluding Social Security) and reduces downside risk by 33% when compared to a standard retirement portfolio of 60% fixed income and 40% equities (“Base Case”). In the first year of retirement alone, this strategy increases spending from retirement savings by 35% as the guaranteed income stream affords individuals more flexibility to spend early in retirement. (The modeled guaranteed income products incorporate actuarial and capital market assumptions, absent fees.)

- Incorporating Social Security benefits into our model to analyze total income and spending in retirement underscores the power of delaying retirement and the claiming of Social Security benefits. (We refer to this delay combined with Strategy 1 as “Strategy 2”). A delay from age 65 to age 67 generates the income to support 16% more annual spending than Strategy 1 alone and further reduces downside risk by 15%. In total, then, Strategy 2 results in 22% higher average spending throughout retirement than the Base Case with a 21% decline in downside risk.

- The increased spending generated by both strategies extends well beyond the average life span, providing a significantly higher spending floor into a retiree’s 90s and beyond.

---

a There are many ways to measure downside risk; for simplicity, this analysis uses the worst 5% of spending outcomes (i.e., the saver has a 95% chance of spending at least this much over the first 15 years) as a benchmark. We use undiscounted spending in real dollars.
**Table 1:** Strategies 1 and 2 Substantially Increase Spending Ability in Retirement While Simultaneously Reducing Risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excluding Social Security benefits</th>
<th>Including Social Security benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average annual spending</td>
<td>Average annual spending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 1 change from Base Case</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 2 change from Strategy 1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 2 change from Base Case</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downside risk</td>
<td>−33%</td>
<td>−5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* We do not model the effects of delaying retirement and delaying Social Security claiming separately; thus, we cannot demonstrate the impact of Strategy 2 when excluding Social Security benefits.

Not all Americans, however, have access to the same opportunities and tools. Meanwhile, employers, the financial services industry, and other private-sector stakeholders often feel constrained by unclear or outdated rules in their efforts to expand access. Policymakers have an important role to play by collaborating with the private sector—on policies such as minimizing early withdrawals from retirement accounts, known as plan leakage; expanding guaranteed lifetime income products and home equity tools to support consumption; and promoting optimal times to start collecting Social Security benefits—to advance broad and equitable financial security. The recent enactment of a package of retirement security provisions, dubbed “SECURE 2.0” (following the 2019 Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement “SECURE” Act), demonstrates progress in this area as well as Congress’s continued commitment to addressing these problems. Placing greater emphasis on optimizing the decumulation phase can help savers, retirees, and policymakers chart a path forward.
Challenges to Optimizing Retirement Income

“[T]he individual’s decumulation phase... is the nastiest, hardest problem I’ve ever looked at.”
— William F. Sharpe, winner of the 1990 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences

Although imperfect, the proverbial “three-legged stool” of retirement—Social Security, private pensions, and personal savings and investment—has historically supported many Americans. But longer periods of retirement, Social Security’s financial challenges, and the decline of defined benefit (DB) plans in favor of defined contribution (DC) plans have disrupted that model.

Every retiree’s financial situation is unique, the product of a lifetime’s worth of decisions and characteristics. Savings, career length, hours worked in old age, caregiving responsibilities, taxes, market performance, gender and race, socioeconomic background, health, and countless other factors determine one’s retirement finances. The total of these factors, plus the uncertainty of mortality, compound the complexity of determining optimal retirement spending.

**Lifetime earnings:** The primary constraint savers face in preparing for retirement is the amount they earn during their working lives. For those with just enough income to cover basic needs, saving is virtually impossible; saving enough poses a challenge even to those with higher incomes. Many people believe that delaying retirement or working during retirement will compensate for a lack of savings, but countless other factors, from unanticipated health problems to shifting macroeconomic conditions, can interfere with that plan. Although a recent survey showed that 68% of savers expect paid work to be at least a minor source of income in retirement, only 22% of current retirees report having labor income.

**Longevity:** Longevity is unpredictable, and individuals routinely underestimate how long they will live. In part, this is because each additional year of life increases the likelihood that a person has traits that positively affect longevity (such as good cardiovascular health), meaning one’s life expectancy increases as they age. For example, a woman’s life expectancy at age 65 is 20.7 more years—or living until 85.7. If she reaches age 75, however, her life expectancy is
13.1 more years—or living until age 88.1. Mitigating longevity risk is especially challenging because the tools available to address it diminish over time as labor options become increasingly limited and assets are spent down.\footnote{Preliminary data from 2020 and 2021 show that life expectancy for 65-year-olds fell by around one year during the COVID-19 pandemic. The extent to which this decline will persist remains unclear, and many Americans must still prepare for retirements that will last much longer than retirement in the past.}

**Demographic inequities:** Disparities along racial, ethnic, gender, and income lines pervade many of these challenges. For example, Black Americans on average have shorter life expectancies and more health issues than white Americans. Women and Black and Hispanic workers on average earn less than their white male counterparts, putting them at a significant disadvantage from the beginning of their careers as they try to save. Unequal access to the tools that facilitate financial success further hamstrings historically marginalized communities and those with low incomes. Far fewer Black and Hispanic households have retirement accounts, own homes, or have non-retirement investments than white households. Meanwhile, tax subsidies for asset-building disproportionately benefit the highest-income households.

Moreover, financial literacy—the basic knowledge and skills required for sound financial decision-making—varies widely across socioeconomic groups in the United States. On average, women receive lower scores than men on financial literacy questionnaires, and Black and Hispanic Americans receive lower scores than white Americans. Similarly, those with low incomes are less financially literate than those with high incomes.

**Declining health:** Health care costs increase exponentially after age 50, as age-related health issues emerge and the likelihood of conditions requiring long-term care, such as dementia, rises. Fidelity has estimated that a 65-year-old retired couple will need, on average, $300,000 to cover medical costs in retirement, while other research finds that individuals who reach age 85 have yet to face 36% of their total lifetime health care costs—or around $170,000 in 2021 dollars. Expectations about annual health care expenses, however, barely change as individuals age past 65, suggesting that older people underestimate medical spending. Importantly, these are average figures; individual circumstances are likely to be meaningfully different, creating further potential risk.

**Market performance:** Asset allocation throughout one’s life, including in retirement, makes a sizable impact on financial security in old age. Individuals routinely overestimate the likelihood of significant downturns in equity valuations, potentially leading to overly conservative portfolio choices during their working years. Market volatility also poses a risk during retirement; returns that are even modestly lower than projected, especially early in retirement, can severely reduce the retirement security of those with overly optimistic expectations. Moreover, although older investors tend to have more investment knowledge and experience
than younger investors, research shows that, on average, older investors earn a 3% to 5% lower return on a risk-adjusted basis than their younger counterparts—even accounting for other factors such as a more conservative portfolio in retirement—due to cognitive decline that accelerates notably near age 70.\(^{21}\)

**Behavioral biases:** Even as the shift from DB to DC plans has increased the role of personal responsibility and decision-making in preparing for retirement, a growing body of research demonstrates a disconnect not only between what people should do and what they want to do but also between intentions and actions.\(^{22}\) In deciding how much to save and in what to invest, for instance, people are reluctant to stray from default options. This poses a serious risk to workers when their employer puts little thought into their retirement plan options, but it also presents significant opportunities for the private sector and government to improve financial outcomes by improving plan defaults.

In addition, people often use mental shortcuts to make decisions instead of rigorously evaluating the situation. Often, these shortcuts are helpful, allowing individuals to judge situations reasonably well without overwhelming their cognitive faculties. In complex situations, however—such as the decumulation challenge—these shortcuts can do more harm than good, as small changes in context and framing can create meaningful and potentially unintended outcomes. For example, the Social Security Administration (SSA) spent years framing the decision of when to claim benefits using a “break-even analysis” that characterized claiming later than age 62 as a risky gamble that would take many years to pay off—even though most retirees will ultimately receive greater lifetime benefits if they delay claiming to a later age.\(^{23}\) Research has shown that this framing caused many retirees to claim benefits earlier than they would have otherwise, as the advice tapped into a widespread aversion to risk.\(^{24}\)

**Inflation:** Even moderate inflation can significantly affect purchasing power, with 3% inflation—the historical average—eroding the value of a dollar by more than 50% over 25 years.\(^{25}\) As seen in 2021 and 2022, the effects of high inflation are far worse, especially for those living on fixed incomes.\(^{26}\) In response to a BlackRock survey conducted in the spring of 2022, 87% of workplace savers reported worrying about inflation, while 69% of plan sponsors said they were concerned about inflation eroding the retirement savings of their participants.\(^{27}\)

Virtually everyone faces at least some of these challenges—longevity, lifetime earnings, disparate access, declining health, market performance, behavioral biases, and inflation—especially as they approach retirement. At the same time, many of these risks are impossible to predict or manage, raising the specter of underspending early in retirement to save for later years or, alternatively, running out of money. Developing a holistic, clear-eyed, personalized approach to optimizing retirement income is essential, especially as these risks fluctuate in importance and severity throughout one’s life, between individuals, and across gender, race, and socioeconomic factors.
An Optimization Framework

“It is rare to find someone who has spent much time determining the optimal savings rate, given all the uncertainties about future rates of return, income flows, retirement plans, health, and so forth. Instead, most people attempt to cope with complexity by adopting simple heuristics, or rules of thumb, to aid decision-making. Simple heuristics often lead to counterproductive biases, however.”

— Richard H. Thaler, winner of the 2017 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, and Shlomo Benartzi, Distinguished Senior Fellow at the Wharton Behavior Change for Good Initiative

Optimizing retirement income requires examining one’s entire financial life, including accumulation, portfolio choices, and decumulation. Rather than considering retirement assets, home equity, Social Security benefits, and other savings and assets separately, savers and retirees need help developing strategies that incorporate these elements as dynamic components of a single portfolio.

**Savings rate**: Saving is critical, especially for younger workers. How much one saves ultimately determines how much one can spend in retirement, and compound growth has its longest runway early in life. Failing to accumulate sufficient assets dramatically curtails options for optimizing income in retirement. The rise of DC plans over DB plans has shifted responsibility for how much to save and how to invest from the employer to the employee—in some cases, without sufficient guidance or support for those making the decisions.

**Investment strategies**: As soon as individuals begin saving for retirement, they can leverage portfolio allocations to take the right amount of risk at the right time to optimize results. Choice of investment strategy remains important even after reaching the decumulation phase, as continued growth of capital is important to sustain one’s desired spending level.

**Retirement date**: When not forced by factors such as health and employment circumstances, the choice of when to retire is a powerful tool for optimizing the
decumulation phase. At retirement, an individual likely has limited (if any) future earnings to offset investment losses and faces the longest retirement time horizon possible; a loss at that point has the greatest capacity to affect a saver’s ability to sustain spending through retirement. Retiring later means one’s assets have more time to grow and a shorter retirement to sustain, potentially allowing an individual to spend more in their remaining years. Similarly, part-time work can reduce reliance on savings by subsidizing current spending.

**Spending flexibility:** Even after one retires, important decisions remain. Flexibility to adjust spending, particularly with regard to discretionary spending and during periods of market downturn, can meaningfully impact the success of an individual’s retirement strategy.

**Social Security claiming date:** Social Security retirement benefits are designed to replace only around 40% of pre-retirement earnings for the average beneficiary, and this replacement rate is heavily affected by when a person decides to claim Social Security. To maximize benefits, individuals can consider delaying claiming for as long as possible (up to age 70), with monthly benefits 76% higher at age 70 than at 62, the earliest claiming option. Unfortunately, close to 60% of beneficiaries start collecting Social Security benefits before the full retirement age of 67, with the most popular claiming age being 62.

**Guaranteed income:** Well-designed guaranteed lifetime income products, which provide retirees with a reliable stream of income, can help mitigate longevity risk and the impact of market volatility on spending. DC plan sponsors and participants are increasingly considering in-plan options that convert fixed sum savings to stable lifetime income. In-plan annuities, however, are currently available in fewer than 10% of plans, and even where available, uptake is low, indicating that more work needs to be done both from a product and experiential perspective.

**Home equity:** Homeownership can provide a major source of retirement security for people who lack substantial retirement savings but own their residence. In fact, for many retirees, a home is their most valuable asset: Half of homeowners ages 62 or older hold most of their net worth in home equity. A house can be used both as an investment and to support consumption. If the home is paid for at retirement, the retiree no longer owes mortgage or rent payments, freeing up retirement income for other purposes. In other cases, however, an outstanding mortgage creates a greater amount of mandatory expense that might threaten retirement security.
Putting It Into Practice

The sheer breadth of decumulation tools and strategies available to retirees can be daunting, leading some to feel that optimizing their strategy is beyond their abilities. The following three steps can serve as a starting point for savers and retirees seeking to generate adequate income in retirement from the assets accumulated during their working lives.

1. **Determine retirement objectives:** Many savers (or even retirees) cannot articulate what financial success in retirement looks like for them. Without clarity around retirement objectives, understanding the challenges one must surmount and creating a plan to overcome them is virtually impossible. Each saver’s goal will depend on their circumstances and preferences.

2. **Consider key risk factors:** All retirees must address the risk of outliving their assets, but as previously outlined, savers face a wide variety of risk factors throughout their lives. Academic research and surveys with retirement participants consistently show that these risk factors often correspond to three broad phases of the retirement planning journey. During the early-career years, low earnings—and therefore low ability to save and invest—often pose the greatest challenge. As savers near retirement, market volatility comes to the fore. Finally, retirees often struggle to spend sustainably from their portfolios.

3. **Formulate a holistic strategy:** Optimizing income in retirement requires considering career earnings as well as income from Social Security, part-time work in retirement, and other sources, in tandem with the key risk factors that change over time. BlackRock has put forward a set of decumulation principles—maximizing spending ability, maximizing spending certainty, and addressing longevity risk—that provides a foundation on which savers can build their own specific goals and decision-making framework.
CASE STUDY

To analyze the impact of using different combinations of tools available to retirees, we present a case study of a saver who is seeking to improve the success of the decumulation phase of their retirement journey. In this example, aware that their savings balance alone cannot guarantee a stable retirement, the saver looks to deploy other tools in their personal decumulation toolkit. At the same time, the saver takes a holistic view of their retirement picture, understanding that adjusting one element of an overall retirement strategy can create the need (or opportunity) to change another.

We ran 100,000 simulations reflecting various economic conditions (such as investment returns, annuity prices, inflation rates, and labor earnings) for a 35-year-old saver with an annual income of $44,000, a 5% savings rate, and a current retirement account balance of $19,000. For each simulation, we project asset class returns and annuity prices (absent fees) by year, starting at age 35. Next, we analyze the impact of deploying three retirement strategies: a base case and two enhanced strategies that use different tools to help maximize spending ability, maximize certainty, and address longevity risk in retirement. Importantly, differences in personal circumstances, including income and savings rates, will determine the extent to which different tools can improve stable retirement spending outcomes. Table 2 outlines those three strategies.

Table 2 outlines those three strategies.

---

c These inputs roughly represent a typical 35-year-old U.S. worker, per data from the Employee Benefit Research Institute and the Census Bureau. The trends shown later in this analysis generally hold under a variety of reasonable assumptions.
The Base Case represents a typical U.S. retiree who begins claiming Social Security benefits at age 65 and has 40% of assets in equities and 60% in fixed income (such as bonds).

Strategy 1 first adds a guaranteed lifetime income product, in the form of deferred annuities purchased over time, to their retirement strategy. Then, Strategy 1 adjusts the asset allocation in retirement to reflect a holistic approach. Having a portion of their future income needs fully guaranteed by the annuities frees up this retiree to increase their equity allocation from 40% to 50%. Nonetheless, overall retirement income risk remains relatively neutral, as the 50% equity allocation is applied to only 70% of total assets (due to the 30% allocation to the annuities).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Decumulation Period Asset Allocation</th>
<th>Guaranteed Income Product?</th>
<th>Social Security Claiming Age/Retirement Age</th>
<th>Portfolio Strategy Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Fixed Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Case</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Asset allocation de-risks from age 35 to retirement, shifting away from equities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 1:</td>
<td>• Add guaranteed lifetime income • Adjust asset allocation to reflect holistic view of finances</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 2:</td>
<td>• Add guaranteed lifetime income • Adjust asset allocation to reflect holistic view of finances • Delay retirement from 65 to 67</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumptions based on BlackRock’s standard life cycle model.
** We calculate the value of the modeled deferred annuities using a proprietary BlackRock annuity pricing model, which considers actuarial and capital market assumptions. Fees are not included in the modelling.
† Incorporating guaranteed income could be implemented in other ways. This method reduces the point-in-time risk by purchasing the annuities over time. When assessing the overall benefits of Strategy 1, the implementation method used is less important than the actual incorporation of guaranteed income (i.e., the demonstrated increase in mean spending still holds regardless of what implementation approach is used).
**Strategy 2** builds on Strategy 1 by delaying the age at which our individual retires and claims Social Security benefits from 65 to 67. (Social Security's full retirement age is 67 for beneficiaries born in 1960 or later.) For those able to use this strategy, delaying retirement and benefit claiming has three benefits: It can simultaneously increase the size of one's nest egg at the time of retirement (by enabling additional years of saving), shorten the decumulation period, and increase the size of the monthly Social Security benefit. Among all retirement decisions, the choice of when to retire and claim Social Security often has the single greatest impact on one's financial security.

We now examine the Base Case and the two additional strategies using the decumulation principles—maximizing spending ability, maximizing spending certainty, and addressing longevity risk.

**Maximizing spending ability and addressing longevity risk:** Figure 1 shows mean spending financed by retirement savings alone for each year in retirement under the Base Case and Strategy 1. Since Social Security benefits are the same for each, we exclude them in Figure 1 to emphasize the effect of Strategy 1, which increases spending potential and mitigates longevity risk. Although the outcomes vary by age, introducing a lifetime income stream and adjusting asset allocation increases spending from retirement savings by 35% in the first year of retirement and by an average of 29% annually throughout retirement. This increased spending extends well beyond the average life span, providing a significantly higher spending floor than the Base Case well into a retiree's 90s and beyond.

Strategy 1 generates most of its spending increase and longevity risk mitigation benefits with its annuities rather than its asset allocation change. This reflects the fact that guaranteed lifetime income streams accomplish two goals simultaneously:

1. Reducing the pressure to underspend early in retirement to save for later years (which may never materialize), allowing for more flexibility to spend in early years.

2. Providing a higher and more reliable spending floor throughout retirement regardless of how long that period lasts.
**Figure 1:** Incorporating Guaranteed Lifetime Income Increases Spending from Retirement Savings by 35% at Age 65

Mean annual spending throughout retirement **from retirement savings alone**, excluding Social Security benefits (undiscounted real dollars)

In **Figure 2**, we include Social Security benefits, showing that Strategy 1 increases total spending by 9% in the first year of retirement and by 5% on average throughout retirement. Including Social Security allows us to demonstrate the impact of Strategy 2 on total spending ability. When added to Strategy 1, delaying retirement and the claiming of Social Security benefits by two years, from age 65 to age 67, allows for 16% more spending throughout retirement than Strategy 1 alone. This yields a total spending increase over the Base Case of 22% throughout retirement and of 27% at age 67—nearly $7,000 annually for our case study’s saver.
**Figure 2:** Delaying Retirement and Social Security Claiming Allows for Additional Spending Increases

*Mean annual spending throughout retirement from retirement savings and Social Security benefits (undiscounted real dollars)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Strategy 1</th>
<th>Strategy 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>$31,500</td>
<td>$35,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>$27,000</td>
<td>$28,350</td>
<td>$32,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>$24,000</td>
<td>$25,200</td>
<td>$29,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>$21,000</td>
<td>$22,200</td>
<td>$25,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td>$19,200</td>
<td>$21,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>$16,200</td>
<td>$17,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>$13,200</td>
<td>$15,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$9,000</td>
<td>$10,200</td>
<td>$13,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>$7,200</td>
<td>$10,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>$4,200</td>
<td>$8,640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximizing spending certainty: Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the downside risk, or the floor on cumulative spending over the first 15 years of retirement. Figure 3 compares Strategy 1 to the Base Case, considering only spending financed by retirement savings (i.e., excluding Social Security). Figure 4 compares the Base Case to both strategies and includes Social Security-financed consumption. (Note that the Y-axis scales differ.) Previously, we saw that both strategies increased spending ability in retirement. Now we see that greater downside risk does not accompany these increases. In fact, by adding guaranteed income and adjusting asset allocation, a retiree decreases downside risk to retirement savings-financed consumption by 33%.

---

There are many ways to measure downside risk; for simplicity, this analysis uses the worst 5% of spending outcomes (i.e., the saver has a 95% chance of spending at least this much over the first 15 years) as a benchmark. We use undiscounted spending in real dollars.
**Figure 3:** Adding Guaranteed Lifetime Income Raises the Floor on Retirees’ Spending by 33%

*Cumulative spending from retirement savings alone (excluding Social Security benefits) at the fifth percentile of modeled outcomes over the first 15 years of retirement (undiscounted real dollars)*

Considering a complete picture of spending that includes Social Security benefits, Strategy 1 decreases downside risk by 5%. Strategy 2 decreases downside risk by 15% over Strategy 1 alone and by 21% over the Base Case.

**Figure 4:** Delaying Retirement and Social Security Claiming Further Decreases Downside Risk

*Cumulative spending from retirement savings and Social Security benefits at the fifth percentile of modeled outcomes over the first 15 years of retirement (undiscounted real dollars)*
Another metric used to assess spending certainty is the dispersion per $1 of annual spending.\(^e\) A larger dispersion indicates more uncertainty around each $1 of expected spending—an important metric because retirement strategies could affect both expected spending and spending volatility. Although we do not illustrate this metric here, we note that the level of dispersion (uncertainty) around the time of retirement is similar in all cases but that the uncertainty rises quicker under the Base Case (versus either Strategy 1 or 2), leading to a large difference in later years.\(^f\) This is due to guaranteed lifetime income streams inherently reducing spending volatility, potentially leading to greater financial stability.

**Bottom line:** An optimal retirement income strategy considers the totality of the retirement income toolkit. Taking a whole-portfolio approach that protects against multiple risk factors allows for comprehensive solutions that help to increase the chances of meeting the saver’s ultimate financial objectives.

---

\(^e\) Dispersion per $1 of annual spending is the standard deviation of modeled annual spending outcomes (excluding Social Security) divided by the mean of annual spending outcomes.

\(^f\) Dispersion rises over time under all strategies, largely due to inflation and market return uncertainty.
Policy Options to Facilitate Optimization

“UNFORTUNATELY, WE HAVE FAILED TO CREATE AN EASY PROCESS THAT HELPS RETIREES TO BETTER PERSONALIZE THEIR INCOME PLANS. IT’S LIKE BEING STUCK IN A SHOE STORE WITH THOUSANDS OF OPTIONS, BUT THERE’S NO ONE TO HELP YOU FIND A PAIR THAT FITS. IN THE 21ST CENTURY, WE CAN AND SHOULD CREATE A PROCESS THAT HELPS AMERICANS SAVE AND SPEND IN WAYS THAT FIT THEIR CURRENT FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND FUTURE FINANCIAL DREAMS.”

— Shlomo Benartzi, Distinguished Senior Fellow at the Wharton Behavior Change for Good Initiative

Individual responsibility and private-sector offerings often take center stage in retirement planning, but policymakers also have an important role to play. Congress has demonstrated leadership on this front, most recently with passage of the SECURE Act in 2019 and SECURE 2.0 in 2022. Work remains, however, to further improve retirement security, especially for the nearly one-third of U.S. workers who lack access to a workplace retirement plan.

ACCUMULATION: BUILDING ASSETS FOR RETIREMENT

To truly optimize income and spending in retirement, an individual must optimize saving and investing during their working life—and prevent retirement account leakage. Thus, improving savings outcomes, including by increasing participation in DC plans, and ensuring access to tools that help savers preserve their funds until retirement, should remain a priority for policymakers.

Two of the most powerful mechanisms to increase retirement plan participation and savings accumulation are automatic enrollment and automatic escalation. In 2021, the participation rate for 401(k)-type plans with
automatic enrollment reached 93%, compared with 66% of eligible employees who participate in plans that require workers to take action to enroll. Moreover, savers rarely opt to change their contribution level after enrollment, and 3% of pay—the most common default savings rate for automatic-enrollment plans in 2021—is insufficient. In response, SECURE 2.0 ensures that starting in 2025, nearly all new DC plans will be required to automatically enroll eligible employees (with the option for the employee to opt out) at between 3% and 10% of wages, and to increase that amount automatically by 1 percentage point per year until at least 10% (and not more than 15%).

Today, 401(k) plans are permitted to invest in U.S. bank-maintained collective investment trusts (CITs), highly regulated investment vehicles that have the potential to provide many benefits to plan sponsors and participants saving for retirement. Benefits can include pricing flexibility, the potential for customization, and access to a broad range of asset classes and investment strategies. Most 403(b) plans, however, cannot invest in CITs. Although SECURE 2.0 took a step toward solving this problem by amending the tax code, Congress must still change securities laws to provide 403(b)-plan sponsors with the same ability as 401(k)-plan sponsors to select the investment vehicle they believe can generate the best outcomes for their participants.

SECURE 2.0 also included important provisions to address retirement plan leakage, a crucial concern during the accumulation phase. Evidence shows that when individuals without liquid savings face an urgent financial need, they often raid their retirement accounts: For every $1 that people under age 55 contribute to retirement accounts, roughly 40 cents leak out through early distributions. This is costly for future retirees, as it triggers fees and penalties and causes workers to lose out on compounding growth. But robust short-term savings can provide a buffer against costly early withdrawals from retirement savings, and SECURE 2.0 also made progress on this front.

Following the passage of that legislation, DC plan sponsors will soon be able to offer, and automatically enroll savers in, emergency savings accounts linked to savers’ retirement plans. Plan participants can contribute up to $2,500 to these tax-preferred pension-linked emergency savings accounts and can access the money penalty-free at any time. Employers will also have the option to allow plan participants to withdraw up to $1,000 per calendar year (beginning in 2024) for emergency personal expenses, which the participant must replenish before a subsequent emergency distribution is allowed during any of the following three years.

Although these policy improvements are laudable, opportunities exist for lawmakers to further disincentivize plan leakage. Such solutions would further promote plan portability to prevent cash-outs, particularly when workers change jobs—an act with potentially significant consequences for retirement income. According to one recent survey, 21% of workers who had a 401(k) at a
job that they quit in 2020 or 2021 cashed out their account. Simplifying the process for transferring retirement savings from plan to plan could help many avoid losing valuable retirement assets.

SECURE 2.0 also included important provisions aimed at increasing access to retirement savings plans for employees of smaller businesses. The legislation permitted the use of starter 401(k) plans (or safe harbor 403(b) plans) for those employers not currently sponsoring a retirement plan. It also increased the three-year start-up tax credit to 100% of administrative costs (with specified annual maximums) for employers with up to 50 employees.

Moving forward, policymakers must further prioritize those without access to a workplace savings plan. They could do this by allowing employers—especially those without retirement savings plans—to automatically enroll their workers into stand-alone emergency savings accounts, which would reach more savers and protect more assets. Additionally, in recent years, innovative public policy at the state level has led to legislation and pilot programs seeking to reduce saving inequality by requiring and providing a streamlined way for employers not currently offering a plan, especially small businesses, to automatically enroll workers in a publicly-provided retirement savings account. A federal solution to increase access, or a state program harmonization effort, could be preferable to this patchwork of state laws, maximizing access to workplace retirement savings in a manner that would be less burdensome for businesses.

**DECUMULATION: GENERATING INCOME FROM ASSETS**

**Public-Private Solutions**

Both the SECURE Act and SECURE 2.0 provided regulatory certainty and flexibility for plan sponsors and participants interested in incorporating guaranteed lifetime income products into their decumulation strategy. Now, Congress and federal agencies can prioritize educating individuals and employers on the new rules, evaluating their implementation and impact, and determining whether additional changes are necessary.

Further clarity would be helpful in several respects. Certain insurance products can help individuals accomplish an invaluable goal: delaying claiming Social Security retirement benefits to secure a larger monthly benefit for life. By relying on retirement savings for several years, individuals can use an annuity as a “bridge” to later claiming of Social Security benefits. This strategy has significant potential to improve retirement security, as Social Security is a life
annuity that increases annually with inflation—a rare feature in the private market. Regulatory support can help plan sponsors feel more comfortable educating their participants about options that could help them delay claiming Social Security.

Regulators and policymakers have made important efforts to encourage innovation in lifetime income products, yet more can be done to fuel this shift. These actors have historically played an important role in contributing to innovation and serving as a sounding board for industry constituents. Continued—or even elevated—levels of engagement could lead to further product innovation to better prepare participants for spending in retirement.

SECURE 2.0 also included significant changes to required minimum distribution (RMD) rules. Over 10 years, it will increase the age at which individuals must regularly withdraw savings from retirement accounts from 72 to 75. Even at that age, however, retirees with few assets might want to retain the funds in these accounts to use for emergencies or one-time expenses while covering recurring expenses with Social Security or pension benefits. Exempting anyone with relatively modest retirement savings (e.g., under $100,000) from these required minimum distributions could simplify rules for and provide more options to some retirees.

Looking beyond retirement accounts, for some older homeowners, home equity may be an important decumulation asset in their retirement planning. The most obvious approach for homeowners to convert this large stock of net worth into retirement income is to downsize to a cheaper residence. But many older Americans are reluctant to move and instead seek to generate income from their house by, among other strategies, tapping into a home equity line of credit or taking out a reverse mortgage. Congress and executive branch agencies could strengthen programs that support and advise consumers on these products, as well as consider whether changes are needed to strengthen consumer protections and improve the functionality and cost-effectiveness of these products.

**Social Security**

The federal government could more actively help Americans make better-informed decisions regarding when to claim Social Security retirement benefits. One study estimated that current retirees will collectively miss out on $2.1 billion in benefits.9 Recent trends in mortgage debt, however, complicate this strategy for many homeowners. Over the past three decades, the share of households headed by someone over the age of 75 that has housing debt has more than quadrupled, from 6% to 28%, while the same share has increased from 22% to 38% for households headed by someone ages 65 to 74. The debt burden has also skyrocketed: From 1989 to 2019, in inflation-adjusted dollars, the average housing debt of older households doubled for those headed by someone over age 75 and more than tripled for those headed by someone ages 65 to 74. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. “Home-secured debt by age of reference person,” Survey of Consumer Finances, 1989 - 2019, accessed September 2022. Available at: [https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/scf/](https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/scf/).
trillion in additional wealth because they did not claim Social Security benefits at their (life expectancy-informed) optimal age.\textsuperscript{58}

Indeed, confusion about Social Security abounds. Only 36\% of near-retirees surveyed recently answered at least nine of 12 questions correctly when quizzed on basic knowledge of Social Security benefits.\textsuperscript{59} Another survey found that more than two-thirds of Americans do not realize that Social Security benefits are protected against inflation, and nearly half mistakenly believe that if they claim early, their benefit will automatically go up once they reach their full retirement age.\textsuperscript{60} Additional data indicate that workers commonly misunderstand that delayed claiming leads to permanently higher benefits, how benefits are calculated, and how spousal and survivor benefits work.\textsuperscript{61} Research suggests that these misperceptions lead some people to start collecting benefits earlier than optimal.\textsuperscript{62}

Although financial circumstances cause some older Americans to claim benefits as soon as they become available, many could get more protected monthly income in retirement from Social Security by delaying claiming. Unfortunately, SSA’s choice architecture—the context in which people make claiming decisions—often works against optimization. For instance, research shows that the terminology used to describe potential claiming ages—such as “early eligibility age,” “full (or normal) retirement age,” and “delayed retirement credits” (the monthly benefit increase that beneficiaries can receive if they delay claiming after full retirement age, up to age 70)—enhances the attractiveness of claiming benefits at a younger age despite the reduced monthly benefits that result from early claiming.\textsuperscript{63}

These outcomes suggest that the Social Security Administration could significantly improve claiming decisions with relatively simple information and framing reforms. As the Bipartisan Policy Center outlined in a 2020 report, SSA could enhance its communication with Americans by widely distributing Social Security statements and improving “my Social Security” online tools to better emphasize the importance of claiming age and longevity insurance and to present information more clearly and consistently.\textsuperscript{64} The experience of Americans who visit SSA field offices in person could also be improved and standardized.

To address the adverse effects of the poor framing of claiming decisions, SSA could revise the official names of claiming ages to better reflect the implications of claiming at those times (for instance, by renaming the early eligibility age as the “minimum benefit age”). It could also leverage existing research and perform its own studies to determine how to best frame choices (for example, by presenting benefit changes as gains versus losses or by using older ages as a benchmark).\textsuperscript{65} Finally, regardless of when a claimant begins receiving benefits, SSA could add new steps to the claiming process to ensure that individuals fully understand the trade-offs their decision entails.\textsuperscript{66}
Conclusion

Individuals face complex challenges when it comes to both accumulating and decumulating retirement assets. Although most of the focus for planners and the industry has been on the accumulation phase, today’s savers and retirees need more education, tools, and support for the decumulation phase.

Although financial outcomes play out on an individual level, our nation’s current retirement security challenges result from a combination of personal, private-sector, and public-sector factors. To address some of the more pervasive national challenges, the public and private sectors should jointly focus on:

1. Treating retirement as a phase, not a destination, with retirement spending as the main goal. Decumulation solutions and retirement spending options play an important role in generating retirement income. Stakeholders must focus on educating plan sponsors and participants on the role of these solutions as part of a holistic approach to retirement income optimization.

2. Optimizing Social Security income as a critical input in enhancing retirement outcomes. Improving the choice architecture for Social Security by emphasizing the benefits of delaying the claiming date for those who are able (while simultaneously seeking to increase the population that can afford to do so) can help retirees increase their spending capacity in retirement.

Effectively optimizing retirement income requires addressing the problem from all angles, with a particular focus on helping those Americans who lack access to traditional financial planning advice and tools. The retirement ecosystem—record keepers, plan sponsors, asset managers, insurers, and more—have a responsibility to work with policymakers to develop creative solutions to modern problems.
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